TAO TABLE

MONICA ARMANI

DESCRIPTION
The elegant TAO table collection is a lesson in perfectly balanced contrasts – bold sculptural pedestals and slim table
tops that are pleasing to the touch. Italian designer Monica Armani has used refined concrete to give a look of elegant
solidity to this dining and coffee table. The dining table has a central pedestal, which supports a finely milled round
table top. The coffee table plays tricks with symmetry by setting the finely milled square table top off centre. The TAO
tables come in warm, natural linen and wengé tones to create striking centrepieces for any setting.
MATERIALS
Lightened concrete treated with a colourless conditioner that minimises moisture and stain absorption, ensuring quick
drying after a rainy period.
Lightened concrete is a mix of recyclable, organic fibres without resins, with a very natural look. The concrete is coloured
in the mass which ensures a long lasting original colour. The material is resistant to frost and flame retardant. Typical
are the shiny spots and relief which are a result of the artisan production process. Each top is hand finished by an
Italian craftsman. This implies that every product is unique and different from another. Colour nuances between different
productions may occur.
COLOURS
10-Linen

89-Wengé
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TAO TABLE
TECHNICAL DRAWINGS

01666 Dining table dia 160 cm

delivery unit: 1
packaging base : tbc
packaging top: tbc

160 cm

29,1”

74 cm

63”

01682 Coffee table 80 x 80 cm

14,2”

36 cm

delivery unit: 1
packaging base : tbc
packaging top: tbc

80 cm

80 cm

31,5”

31,5”

* Appearances, measurements and weights may slightly differ from reality.
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TAO TABLE
PROTECTION COVERS
For each item a cover is available that protects the furniture against dirt. These covers in grey colour are made of PU
coated polyester which is water-repellent and UV-resistant. Thanks to their excellent breathable qualities the covers
reduce condensation and heat build-up, helping to prevent the formation of mold and mildew. Always make sure that
furniture, cushions and covers are completely dry before covering furniture.
MAINTENANCE
Clean the concrete table top with a soft clean cloth soaked in a solution of warm, clear water and a pH-neutral fluid
detergent. Rinse thoroughly and let dry. Stains should be cleaned immediately, especially oily stains. To remove marks
or stains, use Synthetics Super Cleaner and gently rub with a short-haired, soft brush. Do not use corrosive or acidic
detergents. To restore the original shine to dull concrete surfaces, we recommend treating the surface after cleaning with
protective wax. Apply with a clean, soft cloth to the dry surface.
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